Abstract. In this paper, space environments and effects are briefly introduced firstly, and then the demand of a general light integrated exploration on the space environment and effects are analyzed. Thirdly, on the basis of the analysis on foreign integrated detection device for the space environment and effects, the scheme of general lightweight integrated detection for space environment and effect in China was presented. At last, some key technologies, such as overall design, system integration, data acquisition and analysis, ground calibration and verification, spatial environment adaptability evaluation and so on, are put forward.
Introduction
The detection of space environments and their effects on spacecraft is important in engineering and science. The space environment of the spacecraft encounters is very complicated, including all kinds of energetic particles, electromagnetic radiation, atomic oxygen, temperature and so on. The exploration of space environment is the premise and basis for the analysis of the influence of space environment on spacecraft, and the establishment of the ground simulation test method. In order to meet the long-term stable operation of long life satellite, it is necessary to obtain the space environment and its effect data. In addition, the space environment data acquired can be used as an important data for space weather and space science research, to promote China's international exchanges in the monitoring technology and the data of the space environment. The exploration of space environment is also the basis for the study of astrophysics, planetary evolution and so on.
At present, the observation and monitor of the space environment and the effect is developed on the direction of integration, miniaturization, multi-functional. Some detection devices such as LDEF, OPM, MEDET, MERLIN with characteristics of the multi-function, integration, miniaturization were developed [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . The space environments and effects were introduced firstly, and then the general lightweight integrated detection method is given. At last, some key technologies are proposed.
Space Environments and Effects
The spacecraft in orbit will encounter complex space environments such as vacuum, temperature, the earth's radiation belt, solar cosmic rays, galaxy cosmic rays, plasma, atomic oxygen, solar electromagnetic radiation, contamination, space debris and micro meteoroid and so on. For deep space explorer, specific missions will experience special environmental factors, such as the dust in moon, the storm in Mars, the acidic atmosphere in Venus, strong magnetic field and strong radiation belt in Jupiter, etc. These space environments can cause severe effects such as single particle effect, total ionizing dose effects, atomic oxygen erosion effect, the impact effect from space debris, pollution effect, the surface charge and discharge effect, internal charging effect and so on, and results in the fault and even failure of spacecraft, and these space environmental effect seriously affect the safety and reliability of spacecraft in orbit. According to whether charged and energy, the space environment and their hazards on spacecraft is list in figure 1 . Figure 1 . Influence of space environments on spacecraft.
Detection Method
There are many space environmental effects on spacecraft in orbit, the characteristics of radiation effects in different orbits have significant difference. According to the different research objects, there are great differences in the detection technology and the detection means of the space environment effect.
With the continuous development of the detection technology of space environment, effect and the on orbit control technology, the payload of space environment and the effect are developing towards intensive, multi-function, high precision and so on. In the future, according to the characteristics of the environments of five orbits such as near space orbit, LEO, MEO, GEO and deep space orbit, five kinds of monitoring device, with characteristics of light, miniaturization and integration, should be developed to use to monitor the space environments and their effects on spacecraft in different orbits, as illustrated in Figure 2 . The technical ideas are shown in Figure 3 . In order to realize the integration, miniaturization and generalization of the detection device, it is necessary to study the overall design of the structure of the detection device and data processing.
The structure of general light and small detection system is shown in figure 7 . 
Key Technologies
Following key technologies needed to carry out for the development of general light and small integrated detection on the space environments and their effects on spacecraft.
General Design Technology of General Light and Small Integrated Detection of Space Environments and Effects
Spacecraft in orbit will encounters electron, proton, heavy ion, atomic oxygen, temperature, plasma, induced contamination, etc, and results in following effects such as single event effect, total dose effect, surface charge and discharge effect, internal charge effect, contamination effect and so on. According to the types and characteristics of the orbital environment, as well as the space environmental effect on spacecraft, the space environments can be spectral classified. The overall design technology of the project should be studied according to the environmental parameters, energy range and effect.
Integration Technology of General Light and Small Detection System
In order to realize the integration, miniaturization and generalization of the detection device, it is necessary to study the overall design of the overall structure and data processing of the detector. Through the integration of variety of probes, it can realize the integration of multiple space environment parameters and effects in one detector.
The first one is volume, the distribution of various loads can be reasonable arranged, which are arranged in a small space as far as possible, to meet the functional, at the same time, and the volume can realize as small as possible.
Secondly, through the scientifically integration of electronic circuits of a plurality of probes, which are arranged on the circuit board as small as possible, reduce the volume and weight without influence on the function of detector.
Thirdly, through accurate calculation and local optimization on the supporting structure of the load, such as shell, circuit board and other components, to achieve the purpose of weight loss.
Acquisition and Analysis Technology of Detected Data of Space Environments and Effects
It is necessary to design the data acquisition mode to collect the data of space environments and effects simultaneously.
Decoding processing on space exploration data includes unpacking, classification, digital conversion, check, etc. At last, the data we needed will be obtained.
Ground Calibration and Test Verification Technology of Detection System
Because many space environments and effects will be detected in one detector, and the signal is mainly electrical signal. Therefore, the detection signal is what space environments or effects need to be distinguished by the ground calibration. The space environment in orbit is the coexistence of multiple factors, and the detected signal may be the result of several environments. So , it is necessary to study the ground calibration technology of the parameters in different space environments.
Research on Space Environment Adaptability of Detector
During the course of launch and in orbit, the integrated detector of space environment and effect should be subjected to mechanical shock and thermal vacuum effect, so the space environment adaptability should be studied to improve the safety and reliability of the detector.
Conclusions
The direction of detection technology of the space environments and their effects on spacecraft is change from the single function to multifunctional detection.
Therefore, further observation and monitoring planning on space environment and effects should be made from the national level. The development of detector for space environments and effects, which have characteristics of integration, miniaturization and integration, can be equipped on spacecraft in different orbit, and to obtain the data of space environments and effects, the ground simulation test method and physical model, and to provide support or basis for fault analysis of spacecraft in orbit.
